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Why we did it?

European Account Preservation Order procedure (EAPO), based on EU Regulation
655/2014, entered into force in January 2017
Around 1 million small businesses face problems with cross-border debts
EAPO prevents debtors from transferring or withdrawing funds held in one or more
bank accounts in the EU

Why interesting as a digital procedure?
EAPO is related to already digitalised procedures such as European Order for
Payment and the Small Claims procedure
The regulation involves several entities and short deadlines to create a “surprise”
effect
It is a non-contradictory procedure
Enabling electronic submission and exchange of the forms of the Regulation
would deploy the full potential of EAPO

What we did?
A rather new and complicated procedure involving many different entities.
In this context we:
Modeled the entire procedure, the different implicated entities and exchanges
Provided electronic forms covering all cases of communication in the procedure
Made a prototype of a national implementation
The prototype includes:
e-Delivery: the solution ensures security of the transmission and the protection
of data.
e-ID and e-Signature and the provision of a validation report, the “Trust-OK
Token”: the receiving party is able to establish the authenticity of the sender
and documents.

The architecture

Simplifies access to cross-border legal procedures
Reduces costs, both for citizens (translation, need for legal assistance, printing…) and
in courts (less manual work)
Allows EAPO to have the intended impact since deadlines are short and fast
communication channels therefore needed

What’s next?
Part of the e-CODEX sustainability plan for the European e-Justice area
With the prototype, enlarge the technical take up of the procedure
Extension to other countries
Link with EJS platform / other tools
Link with e-justice portal work
Continued dialogue with legal experts to improve the link between
legislation and digital implementation
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